Mr. Owl – Recycled!

Christmas Ornament Craft

Materials:

- Brown paper shopping bags or lunch bags (large or small)
- Newspapers
- Glue
- Scissors
- Yarn
- Googly Eyes
- Hole Punch
- Markers
- Owl templates

Activity:

1. Using the template provided, trace the “owl base” onto the paper bag and cut it out. Use the “owl belly” to trace on the newspaper then cut that out.
2. Glue the owl belly onto the owl base. The straight edge of the belly should not go above the fold line shown. Once glued fold the tip of the paper bag owl base over the glued newspaper and glue it.
3. Glue on the googly eyes.
4. Using the markers, make a beak, wings and any embellishments you wish. You can make additions such as hats and bows, be as creative as you wish!
5. Punch a hole on the middle top area of the owl. Try not to punch it too close to the top, leave a bit of space. Cut a piece of yarn and thread it through the hole. Tie a knot in the yarn.
6. You have a cute owl ornament!